
Big Book Buddy is a 1200 x 700mm multi-coloured 
framed whiteboard with a wide shelf to display the biggest 
books. Easily solves the problem of showing those hard 
to hold books. This unit has been design with adults, 
children and those with a disability in mind.  With a multi 
colour frame, this whiteboard is great for use in Daycare, 
Kindergartens, Pre-Primary and Primary Schools. Easy 
to move around the room or to another room as required.

• 1200 x 700mm

• The sturdy red frame that has lockable castors

• Height adjustable ranging from 100-650mm

Code Description
CKBBBR Big Book Buddy

       Web:   www.campion.com.au   Western Australia Call:      08 6240 2778

Wide built-in shelf allows for storage 
of essentials and big book display for 
group reading sessions

The Multi 4 coloured frame promotes 
‘attention’ in students allowing them to 
focus on the task or lesson at hand

Big Book Buddy doubles as a magnetic 
dry-erase writing board, perfect for 
encouraging student engagement

Big Book Buddy
Multi-coloured Frame  
Whiteboard Mobile
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MURU® 100% RECYCLED COPY PAPER
Muru® Recycled Copy Paper is composed of 100% post-consumer 
recycled fibres, making it an environmentally friendly alternative. PEFC and 
FSC certified. Each purchase of a Muru® product provides direct social and 
economic support to First Nations communities throughout Australia.

 RECYCLED 80GSM    
 PAPE9248  A4 100% Recycled   Ctn5
 PAPE9247  A3 100% Recycled   Ctn3

MURU® STUBBY HIGHLIGHTERS
The tactile barrel and cap of these environmentally friendly Muru® Stubby 
Highlighters are made from 70% recycled materials. The thick, durable 
chisel tip of these highlighters is 5.2mm wide, and their flat barrel provides 
a long lasting ink supply. The vivid ink comes in a variety of colours, and 
will dry quickly to avoid smudging and smearing. Each purchase of a Muru 
product provides direct social and economic support to First Nations 
communities throughout Australia.

 STUBBY CHISEL 2-5.2MM
 HIGH8405 Yellow                      Box10
a HIGH8408 Assorted Colours                     Box6

a

MURU® BALLPOINTS
For a smooth writing experience, look no further than the Muru Ballpoint 
pen. The 1.0mm tip of these pens promises a consistent line density. They’re 
also retractable to avoid the frustration that accompanies dried-out pens 
with long-lost lids. The triangular comfort grip barrel ensures a comfortable 
and ergonomic writing experience. Each purchase of a Muru product 
provides direct social and economic support to First Nations communities 
throughout Australia.

 BALLPOINTS MEDIUM 1.0 MM
a BALL0295 Black  Retractable                                 Box12
b BALL0297 Blue  Retractable                                 Box12
c BALL0296 Red  Retractable                                 Box12
d BALL0298  Green Retractable                                 Box12

a

b

c

d

a

MURU® DOCUMENT WALLETS
These Document Wallets are a versatile filing option. Made from strong, sturdy 
board they fit standard filing systems and can hold up to 300 sheets with a 
30mm expanding gusset. Each purchase of a Muru product provides direct 
social economic support to First Nations communities throughout Australia.

 FOOLSCAP DOCUMENT WALLETS
 FILE3499  Assorted                    300 Sheets  Pkt25 

MURU® MANILLA FOLDERS
The Manilla Folders are perfect for easy and efficient colour coding and 
come pre-cut to allow for use of metal fasteners. Each purchase of a Muru 
product provides direct social economic support to First Nations communities 
throughout Australia. 

 A4 MANILLA FOLDERS
 FOLD1019  Buff                    180gsm  Box100
 FOOLSCAP MANILLA FOLDERS
 FOLD1013  Buff                    180gsm  Box100
a FOLD1014  Pastel Assorted            240gsm  Pkt25 

MURU® STICKY NOTE TOWERS
Stay organised with the Muru® Sticky Note Tower packed with easy-to-
remove, self-adhesive notes in a recyclable cardboard box for your convenience. 
Each Muru® product purchased provides direct social and economic support to 
First Nations communities across Australia. 100 sheets/pad.

 STICKY NOTES - 76 X 76MM
a POST1622 Assorted Pastels   Box12
b POST1626 Yellow   Box12

a b
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Welcome to the COS Indigenous Range Catalogue

At COS, we endeavour to make a positive and real difference to our immediate and greater community 

through our operations and wider supply chain. Our vision for reconciliation is that First Nations peoples 

have access to equal education, careers, health outcomes and quality of life.

As a family business navigating both challenges and success for over 45 years, we are deeply aware of 

the opportunity we can offer to entrepreneurs and those seeking fulfilling careers. Working with us means 

striving for success alongside our many customers and suppliers – something that can often be out of 

reach on your own.

We place a high level of importance on the behaviour of the total supply chain as we believe this is where 

COS can make the most significant impact. A core focus with our suppliers is to ensure that they share 

COS’ commitment to social and environmental responsibilities, and providing clear guidelines to our 

buying staff.

We offer a wide range of products sourced from Indigenous Businesses including our exclusive Muru® 

Group brand, which guarantees at least 15% of profits are diverted to support regional community 

education initiatives. With our customers support, and our ability to fulfill more than 7,000 orders per day 

we have the opportunity for collaboration across our network to discover, create and deliver initiatives 

further supporting reconciliation.  

Thank you for your continued support.

Belinda Lyone 
Co-CEO

Amie Lyone 
Co-CEO
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